















 



          

   








              













   















 



 

 







        

      





 








         



  

   

       

 



 





  



            











 



             





             



 



           

          






















Mr Richard (Private Home Owner)
Desa Sri Hartamas
 September 2013
 Car Porch
 Variety of shade plants with different 
colours and leaves shapes to create a beautiful and 
lush Vertical Garden.


         





        







     



       



         













 



       



       







  









         

        

 





 





 Dr. Choo
 Setia Eco Park, Shah Alam
 September 2013
 Indoor next to stair case
Variety of indoor compatible plants with different colours and leaves shapes to create a 
beautiful and lush Vertical Garden while not obstructing the staircase walkway.


     



                  







     

      

 

    





  

        



  










